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The Widow's War Mary Mackey 2009-09-01 The "superb" New York Times bestselling author delivers a
sweeping epic set during the early days of the Civil War. In 1853, Carolyn Vinton is left alone and pregnant
after her ﬁancé, abolitionist doctor William Saylor, disappears. After his stepbrother convinces her that
William is dead, Carolyn accepts his oﬀer of marriage, not realizing that she is being drawn into an elaborate
ruse by her new husband and his father, a pro-slavery senator--and that William is still alive. Their passionate
reunion takes place in the midst of the violent Civil War, as abolitionists and pro-slavers battle over the
Kansas Territory. Now only their willingness to sacriﬁce their lives for their beliefs--and for each other--can
save them.
How to be a Merry Widow Mary Essinger 2007
Record 1921
Mary Lincoln for the Ages Jason Emerson 2019-04-19 In this sweeping analytical bibliography, Jason
Emerson goes beyond the few sources usually employed to contextualize Mary Lincoln’s life and thoroughly
reexamines nearly every word ever written about her. In doing so, this book becomes the prime authority on
Mary Lincoln, points researchers to key underused sources, reveals how views about her have evolved over
the years, and sets the stage for new questions and debates about the themes and controversies that have
deﬁned her legacy. Mary Lincoln for the Ages ﬁrst articulates how reliance on limited sources has greatly
restricted our understanding of the subject, evaluating their ﬂaws and beneﬁts and pointing out the
shallowness of using the same texts to study her life. Emerson then presents more than four hundred
bibliographical entries of nonﬁction books and pamphlets, scholarly and popular articles, journalism,
literature, and juvenilia. More than just listings of titles and publication dates, each entry includes Emerson’s
deft analysis of these additional works on Mary Lincoln that should be used—but rarely have been—to better
understand who she was during her life and why we see her as we do. The volume also includes rarely used
illustrations, including some that have never before appeared in print. A roadmap for a ﬁrmer, more
complete grasp of Mary Lincoln’s place in the historical record, this is the ﬁrst and only extensive, analytical
bibliography of the subject. In highlighting hundreds of overlooked sources, Emerson changes the paradigm
of Mary Lincoln’s legacy.
The American Musical and the Performance of Personal Identity Raymond Knapp 2010-06-21 The
American musical has long provided an important vehicle through which writers, performers, and audiences
reimagine who they are and how they might best interact with the world around them. Musicals are
especially good at this because they provide not only an opportunity for us to enact dramatic versions of
alternative identities, but also the material for performing such alternatives in the real world, through songs
and the characters and attitudes those songs project. This book addresses a variety of speciﬁc themes in
musicals that serve this general function: fairy tale and fantasy, idealism and inspiration, gender and
sexuality, and relationships, among others. It also considers three overlapping genres that are central, in
quite diﬀerent ways, to the projection of personal identity: operetta, movie musicals, and operatic musicals.
Among the musicals discussed are Camelot, Candide; Chicago; Company; Evita; Gypsy; Into the Woods; Kiss
Me, Kate; A Little Night Music; Man of La Mancha; Meet Me in St. Louis; The Merry Widow; Moulin Rouge; My
Fair Lady; Passion; The Rocky Horror Picture Show; Singin' in the Rain; Stormy Weather; Sweeney Todd; and
The Wizard of Oz. Complementing the author's earlier work, The American Musical and the Formation of
National Identity, this book completes a two-volume thematic history of the genre, designed for general
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audiences and specialists alike.
Nunsense Dan Goggin 1986 The show is a fund raiser put on by the Little Sisters of Hoboken to raise money
to bury sisters accidently poisoned by the convent cook, Sister Julia (Child of God). -- Publisher's description.
Duroc-Jersey Swine Record 1908
Wallace's Year Book of Trotting and Pacing United States Trotting Association 1915
Early Broadway Sheet Music Donald J. Stubblebine 2015-06-08 This work, a companion to the author’s
Broadway Sheet Music: A Comprehensive Listing of Published Music from Broadway and Other Stage Shows,
1918 through 1993 (McFarland 1996), provides information about all sheet music published (1843–1918)
from all Broadway productions—plus music from local shows, minstrel shows, night club acts, vaudeville acts,
touring companies, and shows on the road that never made it to Broadway—and all the major musicals from
Chicago.
Host bibliographic record for boundwith item barcode 89099199135 1909
The Moving Picture World 1908
Hemingway's Widow Timothy Christian 2022-03-01 A stunning portrait of the complicated woman who
becomes Ernest Hemingway's fourth wife, tracing her adventures before she meets Ernest, exploring the
tumultuous years of their marriage, and evoking her merry widowhood as she shapes Hemingway's literary
legacy. Mary Welsh, a celebrated wartime journalist during the London Blitz and the liberation of Paris, meets
Ernest Hemingway in May 1944. He becomes so infatuated with Mary that he asks her to marry him the third
time they meet—although they are married to other people. Eventually, she succumbs to Ernest's campaign,
and in the last days of the war joined him at his estate in Cuba. Through Mary's eyes, we see Ernest
Hemingway in a fresh light. Their turbulent marriage survives his cruelty and abuse, perhaps because of their
sexual compatibility and her essential contribution to his writing. She reads and types his work each
day—and makes plot suggestions. She becomes crucial to his work and he depends upon her critical reading
of his work to know if he has it right. We watch the Hemingways as they travel to the ski country of the
Dolomites, commute to Harry's Bar in Venice; attend bullﬁghts in Pamplona and Madrid; go on safari in
Kenya in the thick of the Mau Mau Rebellion; and ﬁsh the blue waters of the gulf stream oﬀ Cuba in Ernest's
beloved boat Pilar. We see Ernest fall in love with a teenaged Italian countess and wonder at Mary's
tolerance of the aﬀair. We witness Ernest's sad decline and Mary's eﬀorts to avoid the stigma of suicide by
claiming his death was an accident. In the years following Ernest's death, Mary devotes herself to his literary
legacy, negotiating with Castro to reclaim Ernest's manuscripts from Cuba, publishing one-third of his work
posthumously. She supervises Carlos Baker's biography of Ernest, sues A. E. Hotchner to try and prevent him
from telling the story of Ernest's mental decline, and spends years writing her memoir in her penthouse
overlooking the New York skyline. Her story is one of an opinionated woman who smokes Camels, drinks gin,
swears like a man, sings like Edith Piaf, loves passionately, and experiments with gender ﬂuidity in her
extraordinary life with Ernest. This true story reads like a novel—and the reader will be hard pressed not to
fall for Mary.
The Merry Widows--Catherine Theresa Michaels 2011-07-15 Widow Catherine Rose Hill had vowed she would
never again answer to a man. But when a stuﬀy hardheaded banker with sexy eyes challenged her hard-won
independence with soul-binding kisses, she wondered if her freedom was worth the price…. Gregory Michael
Mayﬁeld III's obsession with making a name for himself had cost him his health and his happiness. And his
forced exile at Catherine's country farmhouse was supposed to bring him peace and privacy—not passion in
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the arms of the ﬁesty widow….
Journal of the Cork Historical and Archaeological Society Cork Historical and Archaeological Society 1898
Includes lists of members.
Mary Raine Cantrell 2017-06-27 When a man with too many secrets to count ﬁnds himself and his child at
the mercy of a medic with a tender heart, their tragic pasts will either tear them apart or fan a ﬂame they
never believed would spark again. For widow Mary Inlow, there is little left to mourn for her dead husband.
Knowing only his cruelty and mockery for being unable to bear him a child, life without him should be as
bright and new as a spring morning. But night always comes. Mary’s dreams are haunted by the screams of
a little girl she can never reach. Troubled by nightmares but determined to start life anew, Mary becomes a
reliable town medic and crafts beautiful dolls in her spare time. Living an accomplished and peaceful little life
alongside her childhood friends, dubbed the Merry Widows, Mary is determined to take her sweet time
entering back into the world as a free woman. She vows to never again cater to the demands of another
man. That is until one shows up on her doorstep bloody, exhausted, and carrying his life on his shoulders.
Desperately seeking medical help for his wounded little girl, Rafe McCade barges through Mary’s front door
in the worst shape of his life. Ushered into action by a child in need, Mary asks for little information of the
frantic father with eyes as tumultuous as a storm, but his tender care of the child speaks volumes. McCade is
forever in debt to Mary for rescuing his daughter, but the longer he stays in her home, the more he fears she
may just rescue something money cannot replay: a piece of his soul he thought long dead.
The Merry Widows--Mary Theresa Michaels 2011-07-15 The survivor of a bitter marriage, widow Marry
Inlow stepped gently through life, quietly burying her dreams of true love and children along the way. Until a
ﬁerce stranger holding a bloodied child appeared on her doorstep, demanding entry into her world—and into
her heart. Rafe McCade would have sold his soul to the devil to save his little girl's life, but he bartered it
instead to a soft-spoken angel with the power to heal his daughter's wounded body, and the tenderness to
rescue him from the torments of his own bitter past.
The Merry Widows--Mary (Mills & Boon Vintage 90s Modern) Theresa Michaels 2012-10-22 The
survivor of a bitter marriage, widow Marry Inlow stepped gently through life, quietly burying her dreams of
true love and children along the way.
The Merry Widows--Sarah Theresa Michaels 2011-07-15 Hunted…Haunted…A Man In Torment, Rio Santee
had sought shelter with widow Sarah Westfall. But he could only repay her kindness with turmoil, for danger
stalked him and those he loved. And from the ﬁrst night he'd held her, she'd made his Apache blood pound in
an ancient, primal rhythm…! Alone…Stalwart…A Woman Of Secrets, Sarah Westfall had dared to trust her
home to a stranger on the run. But in the dark of night, when all secrets lay bare, her soul cried out to his in
a song of recognition…and love!
Theatre Magazine 1908
The Haunting of Louisiana Sillery, Barbara
Bibliographical Contributions William Coolidge Lane 1909
New York Star 1908
The Profession of Widowhood Katherine Clark Walter 2018-09-21 The Profession of Widowhood explores
how the idea of ‘true’ widowhood was central to pre-modern ideas concerning marriage and of female
identity more generally. The medieval ﬁgure of the Christian vere vidua or “good” widow evolved from and
reinforced ancient social and religious sensibilities of chastity, loyalty and grief as gendered ‘work.’ The ideal
widow was a virtuous woman who mourned her dead husband in chastity, solitude, and most importantly, in
perpetuity, marking her as “a widow indeed” (1 Tim 5:5). The widow who failed to display adequate grief
fulﬁlled the stereotype of the ‘merry widow’ who forgot her departed spouse and abused her sexual and
social freedom. Stereotypes of widows ‘good’ and ‘bad’ served highly-charged ideological functions in premodern culture, and have remained durable even in modern times, even as Western secular society now
focuses more on a woman’s recovery from grief and possible re-coupling than the expectation that she
remain forever widowed. The widow represented not only the powerful bond created by love and marriage,
but also embodied the conventions of grief that ordered the response when those bonds were broken by
premature death. This notion of the widow as both a passive memorial to her husband and as an active
‘rememberer’ was rooted in ancient traditions, and appropriated by early Christian and medieval authors
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who used “good” widowhood to describe the varieties of female celibacy and to deﬁne the social and gender
order. A tradition of widowhood characterized by chastity, solitude, and permanent bereavement aﬃrmed
both the sexual mores and political agenda of the medieval Church. Medieval widows—both holy women
recognized as saints and ‘ordinary women’ in medieval daily life—recognized this tradition of professed
chastity in widowhood not only as a valuable strategy for avoiding remarriage and protecting their
independence, but as a state with inherent dignity that aﬀorded opportunities for spiritual development in
this world and eternal merit in the next.
The Lure of the Land E. M. Weetwood 2008-08-26 The Lure Of The Land. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic works in aﬀordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
The Merry Widow's Catherine Theresa Michaels 1997-12-25 The Merry Widows--Catherine by Theresa
Michaels released on Dec 25, 1997 is available now for purchase.
Bibliographical Contributions 1902
Sweet Swan of Avon Robin Williams 2006-03-15 It is long overdue that someone took a closer look at the
brilliant Mary Sidney. I have a suspicion that Mary Sidney’s life, and especially her dedication to the English
language after her brother’s death, may throw important light on the mysterious authorship of the
Shakespeare plays and poems. —Mark Rylance Actor; Artistic Director of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre,
1996–2006; Chairman of the Shakespearean Authorship Trust For more than two hundred years, a growing
number of researchers have questioned whether the man named William Shakespeare actually wrote the
works attributed to him. There is no paper trail for William Shakespeare—no record that he was ever paid for
writing, nothing in his handwriting but a few signatures on legal documents, no evidence of his presence in
the royal court except as an actor in his later years, no conﬁrmation of his involvement in the literary circles
of the time. With so little information about this man—and even less evidence connecting him to the plays
and sonnets—what can and what can’t we assume about the author of the greatest works of the English
language? For the ﬁrst time, Robin P. Williams presents an in-depth inquiry into the possibility that Mary
Sidney Herbert, the Countess of Pembroke, wrote the works attributed to the man named William
Shakespeare. As well educated as Queen Elizabeth I, this woman was at the forefront of the literary
movement in England, yet not allowed to write for the public stage. But that’s just the beginning . . . The ﬁrst
question I am asked by curious freshmen in my Shakespeare course is always, “Who wrote these plays
anyway?” Now, because of Robin Williams’ rigorous scholarship and artful sleuthing, Mary Sidney Herbert will
forever have to be mentioned as a possible author of the Shakespeare canon. Sweet Swan of Avon doesn’t
pretend to put the matter to rest, but simply shows how completely reasonable the authorship controversy
is, and how the idea of a female playwright surprisingly answers more Shakespearean conundrums than it
creates... —Cynthia Lee Katona Professor of Shakespeare and Women’s Studies, Ohlone College; Author of
Book Savvy
Annual Report of the United States Life-Saving Service United States. Life-Saving Service 1911
The Merry Widows--Sarah Theresa Michaels 2012-07-01 Hunted Haunted A Man In Torment, Rio Santee
had sought shelter with widow Sarah Westfall. But he could only repay her kindness with turmoil, for danger
stalked him and those he loved. And from the ﬁrst night he'd held her, she'd made his Apache blood pound in
an ancient, primal rhythm! Alone Stalwart A Woman Of Secrets, Sarah Westfall had dared to trust her home
to a stranger on the run. But in the dark of night, when all secrets lay bare, her soul cried out to his in a song
of recognition and love!
Death in the Stars Stephen Paul Thomas 2015-01-11 Death is taboo. Death is incomprehensible, inexplicable;
and, yet, inevitable. The most ancient desire of humankind is to conquer death; we humans don’t see death
as part of life. We want to play God, want to ﬁnd a new direction in the eternal circle of life—or stop it
altogether. After publishing Cluster (“one of the best science ﬁction novels published from a Hungarian
author” - Köki Terminal Bookshop), in Stephen Paul Thomas’s new short story collection, we can look deeply
into the problem that the whole of humankind wants to solve: How can we live longer? In eleven short
stories, we follow the characters through diﬀerent paths to prolong their own lives or the lives of others. For
some of them, the soul is a separate entity (a thing that can live without the body); for others, this is
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impossible—they still live and die as before, in sickness and in old age, some in sacriﬁce for others. In the big
race, in the ﬁght for long life, we can see the picture of a big cataclysm; the collective death. But at its
deepest level, this book is not about death. The stories—set in the same Colonial Universe as Cluster—about
Life; they are a quest for answers about incurable sickness, about how to replace the body in a world where
the soul is immortal. Can humankind alone kill Death? Do we need to prolong life—sometimes even to a
pointless, meaningless degree? Why would we do that, why would we want to live longer than the stars?
Even they stop shining one day.
The First Merry Widow a biography of Carrie Moore Leann Richards 2011-01-09 Born near the docks in
Geelong Australia, Carrie Moore was destined to be the queen of the Edwardian stage, From diamonds to
dust, her career soared from the heights of the English stage to the depths of the rooming house in Sydney.
This is the story of Australia's ﬁrst Merry Widow.
How to be a Merry Widow Mary Essinger 2019-03-19 This wise, humorous and highly entertaining book brings
compassion, pithiness and excellent practical suggestions to the vital task of advising widows how to make
themselves merry despite having lost the love of their life. After all, as Mary Essinger points out here in 'How
to be a Merry Widow'...'Look on the positive side, no shirts to iron for a start. Rejoice in your independence.
You can do exactly as you like; paint the house pink, invite your chain-smoking brother to stay or relocate to
anywhere on the planet. Consider the good things about being alone. For the ﬁrst time in your life you are
free. Spoil yourself; spend his money on chocolate and taxis. You're worth it.Remove yourself from the place
of loneliness, your home. Plan at least one social event every day and plan outings to look forward to. Unless
you are dying, staying in all day is a bad idea and will make you morose. You may have demanding things to
do in the home but go out at least for some part of the day. Too cold? Wear three coats but go out. Raining?
Big umbrella but go out. Not feeling too good? Try fresh air and a walk. Fight any temptation to hide away
feeling sorry for yourself.'Ultimately, Mary urges widows to follow her advice because their dear departed
one would want them to be happy. As she says:'I wrote "e;How to be a Merry Widow"e; because it's great to
be cheerful and widows should support each other. Being a widow has a positive side and the purpose of this
book is to tell you about it.'
The Merry Viscount Sally MacKenzie 2019-09-24 The “fallen” ladies of Puddledon Manor’s Benevolent
Home are determined to rise above scandal—and forge a sparkling new future operating their own brewery
and alehouse… With Christmas around the corner, Miss Caroline Anderson hoped to persuade a London
tavern owner to carry the Home’s Widow’s Brew—only to discover the dastard was more interested in her
ankles than her ale! To her further annoyance, her stagecoach back to Little Puddledon is waylaid by louts
and a snow-covered ditch. Amid a nasty storm, Caro seeks shelter at a nearby estate—only to be greeted by
Viscount Oakland, aka Nick, her brother’s childhood friend—and her schoolgirl crush. Now he’s the halfdressed host of what is clearly a holiday bacchanal. Still, his house is irresistibly warm… Ever the free spirit,
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Nick has invited the wilder gentlemen of the ton, and an assortment of London’s lightskirts, to celebrate
Christmas in a more traditional, pagan fashion. So he’s surprised to ﬁnd Caro at his door. Now, with a
blizzard raging, he must take her in—despite his fear she won’t take to his guests, and worse, upend his
party. But she may surprise him—and upend his life… Praise for What Ales the Earl “A pure delight.” —New
York Times bestselling author Betina Krahn “A fun, heartwarming Regency romance elevated by witty
dialogue and a unique concept.” —Kirkus Reviews “Entertaining, earthy … readers will look forward to more
stories about the women of the Benevolent Home.” —Booklist
The Widows Club Dorothy Cannell 2012-03-21 Stylish, amusing, and deliciously wicked—a superb murder
mystery from the acclaimed author of The Thin Woman Divorce can end a marriage. Murder can do it better.
Meet Ellie Haskell, née Simons, thin woman, newlywed, potential murderess. Her life in charming Chitterton
Fells promises nothing but endless bliss—until she meets two of the most cunning and unlikely private eyes
ever to track down a diabolical killer. Misses Hyacinth and Primrose Tramwell of Flowers Detection Agency
have been called in by a major insurance company to investigate the deplorably high incidence of sudden
death among the married men of this picturesque municipality. The spinster sleuths soon discover that all
the husbands had been unfaithful and their deaths neatly arranged by an enterprising social organization
called The Widows Club. But to ﬁnd the mastermind behind this insidious ring, the Tramwells need an
unhappy and betrayed wife. Enter Ellie, who will endanger life and husband to join The Widows Club and
arrange to have her dearly beloved . . . dead.
Letters from a Merry Widow and Two Gentlemen, 1906-1914 Kitty Carlisle 1995
Bibliographical Contributions Harvard University. Library 1905
The Theatre 1908
The Merry Widow Trisha Fuentes 2019-08-31 Any Icy Touch Turns Impassioned Lord Horace Mowbray was
ﬁfty years older than his child bride. When he passed, Lady Lucy Mowbray was twenty-one, titled, and a very
wealthy woman. Her massive mansion was a lonely address until her husband’s children from his ﬁrst
marriage are forced to stay with her after their ancestral home burns down in a ﬁre. Now with constant
companionship, Lady Mowbray not only grows closer to her deceased husband’s elder oﬀspring, but is
intensely drawn to his youngest son, Lord Arthur Mowbray. A Regency Standalone Novella
Merry wives of Windsor William Shakespeare 1898
Theatre World 1990-1991 John Willis 1992 (Theatre World). Theatre World, the statistical and pictorial
record of the Broadway and oﬀ-Broadway season, touring companies, and professional regional companies
throughout the United States, has become a classic in its ﬁeld. The book is complete with cast listings,
replacement producers, directors, authors, composers, opening and closing dates, song titles, and much,
much more. There are special sections with biographical data, obituary information, listings of annual
Shakespeare festivals and major drama awards.
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